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ABSTRACT
Imaging sensors capturing the surroundings of an autonomous vehicle are vital for its understanding of the environment.
While thermal infrared cameras promise improved bad weather and nighttime robustness compared with standard RGB-
cameras, detecting objects, such as persons, in thermal infrared imagery is a tough problem because image resolution and
quality is typically far lower, especially for low-cost sensors. Currently, deep learning based object detection frameworks
offer an impressive performance on high-quality images. However, applying them to low-quality data in a different spectral
range causes significant performance drops. This work proposes a strategy to make use of elaborate CNN-based object
detector frameworks which are pre-trained on visual RGB images. Two key steps are undertaken: First, an appropriate
preprocessing strategy for the IR data is suggested which transforms the IR data as close as possible to the RGB domain.
This allows pre-trained RGB features to be effective on the novel domain. Second, the remaining domain gap is addressed
by fine-tuning the pre-trained CNN on a limited set of thermal IR data. Different IR preprocessing options are explored,
each addressing a different aspect of the domain gap between thermal IR and RGB data. Examples include dynamic range,
blur or contrast. Because no preprocessing can cover all aspects alone, providing preprocessing combinations to the CNN
allows addressing more than one aspect at once and further improves the results. Experiments indicate significant person
detection improvements on the public KAIST dataset with the optimized preprocessing strategy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Thermal infrared cameras promise a higher robustness to certain challenges, such as nighttime or adverse weather condi-
tions, compared with standard RGB cameras. This allows autonomous vehicles to sense their environments more reliably
under changing conditions. A current drawback of thermal sensors compared with their visual counterparts is a lower
spatial resolution and, in addition, worse image quality. Mainly noise is responsible for the low quality which is especially
true for low-cost sensors which are the preferred option for most autonomous systems.

In comparison to the surveillance and security domain where thermal cameras are also popular, there are two key
differences for autonomous vehicle applications. First, camera price and size is more critical which leads to the choice of
small low-cost sensors which provide lower image quality. Second, the addressed environment is an urban scenario where
the background is cluttered and has also inconsistent temperatures. Both effects lead to a significantly lower contrast of
persons to background compared with surveillance applications which are represented by datasets such as the OTCBVS
OSU ones1, 2 . On standard RGB imagery, well known deep learning based object detectors, such as Faster R-CNN3 or
SSD4 and their derivatives5 , are current state-of-the-art solutions and achieve impressive results. They are often easily
available as ready to use pre-trained models. The obvious idea of downloading and running them on thermal infrared data,
however, leads to an underwhelming performance in the IR domain.

When trying to improve the results, a key issue of thermal imagery in comparison to the popular RGB domain is the low
amount of available data for training. In this work, we want to address this by proposing strategies to employ CNN-based
detectors which are pretrained on RGB data.

Two strategies to reduce the domain gap are explored. First, the thermal image data is shifted towards the RGB domain
by appropriate preprocessing strategies. Second, the well-known strategy of network parameter fine-tuning with limited
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training data from the target domain is combined with the preprocessing strategy. Together, both strategies address the
domain gap from both ends: data side and detector side, leading to a convergence between data and detector to improve
detection results.

2. RELATED WORK
The general task of object detection is currently dominated by deep learning approaches. Methods, such as YOLO6 , Faster
R-CNN3 , SSD4 or RefineDet5 , are highly popular choices because of their efficiency. Regarding person detection, a key
aspect and difference is often the relatively small size of the object with regard to the whole image. For example, current
state-of-the-art person detection datasets show an approximate person to image height ratio of about 1:8. This holds for the
Caltech7 as well as the KAIST8 dataset.

Regarding approaches for person detection in thermal infrared images, a lot of traditional thermal infrared approaches
have significant constraints, such as a fixed camera and simultaneously moving persons2, 9–12 , which is required for the
often applied background subtraction strategies. Methods based on non-temporal features, such as the gradient, were rare
for the thermal infrared domain13–15 before deep learning solutions started to spread16 .

The KAIST dataset can be considered the current state-of-the-art dataset dataset for thermal person detection under
challenging conditions. It offers significant difficulties caused by the low-cost thermal sensor which results in low contrast,
low resolution and significant image noise. Its positive aspect is the parallel availability of RGB and thermal images which
current record holders16 exploit by using both spectral domains in parallel for person detection. In contrast, this work
will only use the thermal images from the KAIST dataset to show the benefit of the proposed methods in thermal-only
scenarios. This allows a wider application of the proposed methods in simpler sensor setups. On the other side, approaches
fusing visual and infrared clues2, 11, 16 often achieve better results than pure IR approaches but have consequently a limited
applicability.

Besides the straight forward application of standard detection frameworks, the IR domain allows differing methods if
high-contrast images are available. Creating candidate proposals by efficient strategies such as MSER14 in the beginning,
and afterwards performing a highly accurate classification of the proposals by Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) is
an option17 . These approaches tend to fail, however, for the KAIST low-contrast images. This holds especially at daytime
when temperature differences between bodies and the background environment can be low.

3. METHOD
The key aspect which is examined in this work is the reuse of a CNN-based person detector, which is pretrained on RGB
data, for thermal infrared person detection. As exemplary detector, the SSD4 with VGG1618 as base network is chosen.
Because we want to benefit from pretrained RGB CNNs, no network training from scratch will be performed in this work.
Simply applying an RGB detector to thermal images provides poor results because of the domain gap between the visible
(model) and thermal (data) spectral range. To reduce this gap between input data and pretrained detector model, one can
either address the data or the model. In the first step, we suggest to transform the thermal image data in a way that it is
shifted closer to the visible domain. Then in the second step, the detector model is adjusted to further reduce the remaining
gap.

3.1 Preprocessing
Assuming a thermal image x ∈ [0, 1]wh with width w and height h, we are looking for operations f : xp = f(x) which
reduce the gap to the RGB domain. The processed images xp, which are expected to look more similar to RGB images, are
then used as input image for the RGB-pretrained person detector. Therefor, the single channel thermal image is broadcasted
into all three input channels of the detector. The following four preprocessing operations are suggested:

• Inversion. The most obvious cues that this is a meaningful operation are the sky and the persons themselves. RGB
images or grayscale versions thereof show a bright sky with people being usually darker than the background. In
thermal infrared images this is usually inverted. Thus, an inversion transforms the thermal images closer to the RGB
domain:

fi : xp = 1− x . (1)



Figure 1. Different thermal infrared images from the KAIST dataset (rows). Different preprocessing is shown from left to right: none,
stretching, equalization, inversion and combination of stretching and inversion.

• Blur. Because low-quality thermal images contain more noise than typical RGB images, high frequency noise can
be removed by low-pass filtering the images. For this purpose a Gaussian kernel g is applied with G representing the
according Toeplitz matrix:

fb : xp = G · x . (2)

• Histogram stretching. The distribution of pixel values in thermal images is often different than for RGB images.
Especially for the common 12-bit sensors which capture a wide spectral range. Single extreme hot or cold spots
which result in extremely bright or dark spots in the image appear more often than similar effects in RGB images.
To allow a comparable contrast, a relaxed histogram stretching is applied. Instead of the strict stretching

fs : xp =
x−minx

maxx−minx
, (3)

minx is replaced with the threshold for the β > 0 percentile and maxx accordingly with the 1 − β percentile
threshold. This handles the mentioned outlier spots in the image values and allows for a more stable normalization.
We found β = 0.003 to be a good choice.

• Histogram equalization. This follows mainly the same motivation as the histogram stretching and addresses the same
issue. In comparison, it usually results in a higher contrast at the cost of over- or under-saturated image areas.

Figure 1 shows some preprocessed samples. It is easy to see that especially the inversion generates results which are more
familiar to the human eye. This indicates being closer to the regular RGB domain which the human vision is trained
for. Histogram modifications in shape of stretching and equalization both increase the contrast significantly, however, it
is difficult to judge visually which one allows better person detection. Stretching shows less contrast but equalization
generates a lot of over- and under-saturated image areas.

3.2 Fine-tuning
A key motivation to reduce the domain gap is the lack of large-scale training data for the thermal domain. However, it is
usually feasible and cheap enough to gather a small set of training data in the thermal domain, if not already available.
This limited amount of data is usually insufficient to train a detector from scratch. However, it can be used to fine-
tune a pretrained detector after preprocessing in order to further reduce the domain gap between images and detector.
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Figure 2. Comparison of preprocessing combination methods. Top: no combination, straight forward application of a single prepro-
cessing method and propagation of single channel thermal image into all three input channels of the RGB pretrained detector. Center:
consecutive application of more than one preprocessing method. Bottom: up to three parallel preprocessing methods and distributing
the preprocessed images across the three detector input channels.

Generally speaking: preprocessing shifts the thermal image data towards the RGB domain whereas fine-tuning shifts the
RGB detector towards the thermal domain. Both effects accumulate as they target a different part of the processing chain
and they finally minimize the domain gap between input images and the detector.

3.3 Combination
An obvious next step is the combination of several beneficial preprocessings. Two options are considered: consecutive and
parallel data preprocessing as illustrated in figure 2.

3.3.1 Consecutive Preprocessing

The first option is the application of multiple beneficial preprocessing options in sequence to reduce the domain gap as far
as possible by gradually minimizing the difference. This assumes that the combined preprocessings are complementary so
that their benefit will accumulate. The resulting preprocessed single-channel thermal image is then copied to all three input
channels of the detector as before. This allows to benefit from the different preprocessing options at once.

3.3.2 Parallel Preprocessing

As it is unclear if a single consecutive application of preprocessing options is sufficient to minimize the domain gap between
thermal and RGB imagery, the second promising option is to offer differently preprocessed images to the detector. Because
pretrained detectors for RGB data offer three input channels, three different preprocessings can be inserted in parallel.



Table 1. Detection results on KAIST reasonable all test set for denoted image data. Note that lower values indicate better results.
category preprocessing finetuning log-average miss rate

baseline none - 70.47
none - 95.51

basic preprocessing

invert - 78.78
histogram stretching - 95.32

histogram equalization - 94.12
blur - 96.21

invert + stretching - 77.64
invert + stretching + blur - 78.14

invert + equalization - 76.60
invert + equalization + blur - 76.98

domain adaptation
invert X 73.48
none X 70.45

invert + stretching X 70.25
parallel combination none | invert | equalization X 69.81

Theoretically, this option provides more information to the detector if the preprocessing operations generate opposing
information which is lost by consecutive application. Further note that this option is only promising in combination
with fine-tuning because intensity relations between the preprocessed channels can be significantly different than relations
between RGB channels. Of course, this can be combined with consecutive preprocessing by applying more than one
preprocessing operation on one channel.

4. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments are performed with the public KAIST8 dataset. It offers thermal infrared images along with RGB data
of road scenes. Altogether it includes around 95K image pairs with about 86K person annotations. There are officially
defined training and test sets which consist each approximately of half the data. Testing is performed with the reasonable
all setting which is based on every 20th frame resulting in 2,252 test images. Evaluation is performed with the official
scripts which allows comparison to other published results. Note, however, that thermal only results are rarely published
for KAIST. For fine-tuning the models, every 20th frame of the KAIST training set is used.

Table 1 indicates the findings starting with baseline results by simply applying the pretrained SSD300 on either the
RGB or IR images. Note the big performance drop when applying the detector to IR data. Preprocessing the images
boosts the performance significantly and inversion is the single preprocessing which offers the largest benefit. By this
strategy, a major part of the performance difference between RGB and thermal is recaptured. The consecutive combination
of preprocessing strategies is proven beneficial. Notably, the effect of histogram stretching and equalization appears to be
bigger in the combination with inversion than alone. Blurring decreased the results consistently on the KAIST dataset.
However, we made the opposite observation on some private datasets with a higher noise level than KAIST. We suspect
that the alignment process of the IR data with the RGB data in the KAIST dataset which also includes an upsampling of
the raw IR data already involves some steps with sufficient low-pass character. Thus, a further low-pass filtering is proven
unnecessary.

Finetuning on the IR test set of KAIST is performed for the most relevant cases. It improves the performance of the
detector to the range of direct application of the RGB-detector to RGB data. Note that the results differ depending on the
preprocessing with similar findings compared to the non-finetuning case. At first glance this might surprise because, in
theory, for the inversion, the network is capable to learn the inversion itself. However, the network is pretrained on RGB
data and an inversion would have to be compensated ideally in the filter parameters of the first convolutional layer in the
network. This would require a lot of training data and iterations to do this robustly during back-propagation. Due to the
limited IR data, this process cannot be fully completed, leading to the different results despite finetuning. The benefit of
the histogram processing methods is again notable but smaller than for the inversion.

Providing orthogonal preprocessings in parallel to the detector via separate image channels provides the best results.
This can easily be explained because the net can choose the best representation dynamically during training. Note that



there is no conflict with these results being better than the pure RGB ones. Besides the finetuning effect, the KAIST
dataset contains some night scenes where persons can be detected better in thermal IR imagery. This leads to a different
achievable performance level for RGB and IR data.

5. CONCLUSION
Altogether, the results indicate that the domain differences between RGB and thermal IR data can be mitigated well by the
small amount of proposed steps based on RGB-pretrained detector networks. Appropriate data preprocessing, especially
inversion, combined with detector finetuning leads to competitive results, even without a large set of domain specific
training data. First, making the images look more similar to grayscale converted RGB images allowed feasible results with
the pretrained SSD300 detector. Second, combining different preprocessings and fine-tuning pushed the IR results to the
level of RGB imagery. Altogether, the proposed strategies showed how to make use of an RGB pretrained detector for
thermal infrared person detection.
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